Minutes team leader meeting 01.07.07

Teams attending the meeting:
ok Aros
ok CAMBADA
ok CoPS
ok EIGEN
ok Hibikino-Musashi
ok ISocRob
ok Mostly Harmless + AlmaniACs
ok NuBot
ok Orient+Trackies
ok Tech. United
ok Tribots

- short review of team and arrival status (satrap will not come)
- pay attention ot a power disruption that will take place during night, it could be not nice to the “intelligent” (?) battery chargers
- short review of schedule of games and tech. challenges, presentation of options, etc.
- it is impossible to have 2 consecutive games, for all teams
- each team have to prepare 2 people for refereeing
- check every robot has a readily available emergency button
- agreed to use the refbox for the challenges, sequence of commands to be public by tomorrow
- remind to keep switched down all wifi devices and access points, apart the official ones
- no internet at 4th floor, beside org. comm. for publishing results, usable only for emergency downloads
- which challenge will be taken by teams as first tech. chall. (all n. 5 apart isocrob and hibino that will take n. 4)